FRIDAY
FEBRUARY 26, 2021
10:00am - 4:30pm EST

This full-day
conference
is hosted
via Zoom &
will include
an interactive
Q&A.

SMALL CHANGES.
BIG IMPACT.
P2W gives you the opportunity to
learn and be inspired by subject
matter experts, thought leaders,
and inspiring speakers. Join your
peers at this powerful education day
specifically tailored for women HCPs
focusing on resiliency, personal
wellness, stress and change.
Women Healthcare Professionals
face unique challenges – both
professionally
and
personally.
The Power2Women conference
has been specifically created
to address your challenges and
provide you with evidence-based
ideas, strategies and solutions to
overcome them…as well as provide
a unique environment to learn and
network with peers.

p2w.ca

WHY ATTEND?

79%

of Women HCPs* feel there is a High/Very High Need for
a conference that specifically addresses the needs of women healthcare
professionals.

P2W ADDRESSES YOUR MOST IMPORTANT CHALLENGES
Communication
Skills

79%

Leadership Skills

75%

Positive Mental Health
Tips/Attitude

92%

Happiness at Work

89%

Overcoming
Burnout

89%

Relieving Work
Related Stress

91%

Source: P2W Needs Assessment Fall 2019.
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WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
All women in a HCP role
Women in affiliated roles in FHT’s and other primary care networks
Women in hospitals
Women Providing Long Term or Home Care
and yes…men are welcome to attend!

You should attend if you are a…
Family Physician, Nurse Practitioner, RN, RPN, PSW, Pharmacist, Pharmacist
Assistant, Radiologist, Medical Receptionist, Patient Care Associate, Dietitian,
Chiropractor, Naturopath, Paramedic, EMT, Specialist, Medical Assistant,
Medical Student, Physiotherapist, Psychotherapist, Palliative Care Worker

...or any other HCP!

Can I Claim Any Credits?
This virtual conference
is not intended to be
a continuing medical
education conference and
therefore is not accredited/
certified. However, many
accrediting bodies do
have additional learning
and reflective learning
credits that you could
apply for after attending
Power2Women.
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AGENDA
FEBRUARY 26, 2021
9:50am - 10:00am

Keynote
10:00am 11:00am

Opening Remarks
Everyday Resiliency Through Optimal Stress, Personal Alignment
and Purpose: How to Show Up and Make it Work for You
Robyne Hanley-Dafoe, B.Sc. Hons, B.Ed., M.Ed., D.Ed.

11:15am 12:00pm

Managing Sexism: From Colleagues to Patients, Lessons from
the Trenches
Denise Black, MD, FRCSC | OB-GYN

12:15pm 1:15am

The Good Fight: How to Use Productive Conflict to Get Back
on Track
Liane Davey, PhD

1:30pm 2:00pm

“Good Stress” Wealth Management for HCP’s
Gillian Stovel Rivers, MA, CFP®, CEA

2:10pm 3:10pm

Preventing Burnout: What Can I Do Daily for Me?
Mamta Gautam, MD, MBA, FRCPC, CPDC, CCPE

Keynote
3:20pm 4:20pm

The Focus Effect: Unplugging from A Culture of
Constant Distraction
Greg Wells, PhD, BSKin

4:20pm - 4:30pm
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Closing Remarks

SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
10:00am - 11:00am

Everyday Resiliency Through Optimal Stress, Personal Alignment and
Purpose: How to Show Up and Make it Work for You
Robyne Hanley-Dafoe, B.Sc. Hons, B.Ed., M.Ed., D.Ed

Join Dr. Robyne Hanley-Dafoe as she dives into the concept of resiliency from a
broad worldview that incorporates five key areas. Drawing from her expertise, Robyne
reviews what people have in common that contributes to resiliency, and what we
can do in our own lives to foster resiliency within others and ourselves. Robyne will
highlight practical resiliency strategies and evidence-based ideas grounded in optimal
stress, value alignment, practical focus and the importance of continued goal setting.
Using narrative pedagogy, Robyne will share candid encounters with resiliency that
are readily available to all of us.

11:15am - 12:00pm

Managing Sexism: From Colleagues to Patients, Lessons from the
Trenches
Denise Black, MD, FRCSC | OB-GYN

Dr. Denise Black has had a very successful 30+ year career, and with that comes a
lifetime of real-world experience. Delegates in this session will learn from Dr. Black
as she discusses and shares practical tips from the front lines on how to identify and
manage gender bias, de-escalation techniques, as well as provide resources for
year-round support and guidance. Whether you are just starting your career, or are a
veteran like Dr. Black, you can gain insights into managing sexism from colleagues to
patients with Dr. Black’s personal experiences.

12:15pm - 1:15am

The Good Fight: How to Use Productive Conflict to Get Back on Track
Liane Davey, PhD

Working with difficult patients and co-workers is never ending. Getting ahead and
staying ahead requires you to make tough calls, face hard choices, and work through
conflict. But no matter how much you invest in conflict workshops and training;
productive conflict is still rare. Why? Because productive conflict is about more than
the right skillset — it requires the right mindset and the right processes, neither of
which come naturally.
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SESSION DESCRIPTIONS cont...
1:30pm - 2:00pm

“Good Stress” Wealth Management for HCP’s
Gillian Stovel Rivers, MA, CFP®, CEA

Wealth management can sometimes be the third, fourth or fifth-line self-therapy that
doesn’t get enough time or attention in an increasingly busy and complex day. The
truth is that it’s about far more than dollars and cents. Gillian Stovel Rivers and her
team at Surround strongly believe that money is not an end in itself, but rather a
powerful tool to build and share great life experiences aligned with your one-of-akind vision. So strongly, in fact, that they embedded the idea in a Manifesto built on
the philosophy that “good stress” – the mindful pushing of oneself in positive ways
– is essential to building your wealth “muscles.” Gillian and her team at Surround
deliver on their position which is that There’s more than one way to wealth™. In this
session, Gillian will share practical strategies for you to begin developing your own
way to wealth.

2:10pm - 3:10pm

Preventing Burnout: What Can I Do Daily for Me?
Mamta Gautam, MD, MBA, FRCPC, CPDC, CCPE

Women healthcare professionals have a dream — of being perfect: saving lives, curing
illness, delivering better patient outcomes. This dream encompasses their private life
too as they strive to be the perfect partner and parent. When we try to be all things
to all people, personal needs often come last, and are often lost.

3:20pm - 4:20pm

The Focus Effect: Unplugging from A Culture of Constant Distraction
Greg Wells, PhD, BSKin

Join Dr. Greg Wells as he explores the Cult of Busyness — a pervasive cultural
phenomenon brought on by the debut of smartphones, in which we are all instantly
reachable and feel we must be available to all communications at any time. The
implications of this new level of distraction are wide-ranging, with potentially negative
outcomes for our mental and physical health, our professional advancement, and even
our personal relationships.
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Pricing

Register Today!
p2w.ca/registration

Access Pass to the entire virtual conference and all the session recordings for
30 days. (Post-conference until March 26, 2021.)

Virtual Conference Pass
FLASH SALE

$49 CAN +HST

Deadline: February 5, 2021

REGULAR PRICE

$125 CAN +HST

Applies: February 6-26, 2021

This full-day virtual conference on February 26, 2021 is hosted via Zoom and
will include an interactive Q&A.
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